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“Where Your Patronage Is Never Taken For Granted!”

Heat Ramifications
Hard to believe that our California
season is down to its last couple months.
Stone fruit will wind down, but grapes,
melons and tomatoes are at their peak.
Growers are really being challenged.
Some of the challenges that came up
when COVID-19 first hit the labor force
were mandated rooming changes and
social distancing in the fields and
packing sheds. It became a big problem
when COVID testing was not readily
available in the growing areas. Our farms
did a good job pulling their resources and
getting up to speed with the new normal.
Workers were back in the fields and then
the business crash. Plantings were
adjusted, thousands of acres plowed and
along came a heatwave drawing bugs
into the crops to seeking protection and
causing the plants to go limp. The fires
in the Salinas were kind of like a trifecta.
It is quite a job to double and triple wash
the bugs out of the produce, but the ash
was not something they are used to.

At least we had a couple recalls; what a
pleasant distraction. We have got to find
a way to hit the reset button on 2020. I’m
sure folks living in the gulf area would
agree.
Many of you have the pleasure of
knowing Todd. Todd was a transplant
from the healthcare/food service sector
and for quite a few years helped
streamline our processing and quality
efforts. Someone else you may know,
Miguel, driver Miguel. I first met Miguel
some thirty years ago. We were both
loading onions in containers going
overseas, that was heavy work. No
forklifts back then, one sack at a time.
We talked Miguel into driving for us in
the late nineties. Twenty-three years of
dedicated service/friendship.
We will miss you Miguel.

Steve Del Masso
President
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Nap Thyme
Nap Galvezzzzzzzz

Zz

Iceberg, Red, Green, & Butter
Lettuce – It’s going to be very “interesting”
to see what evolves with Leaf Lettuces
throughout the month. Shortage of labor and
the heat of the past two weeks will have a
drastic impact on supply and pricing.

Romaine

& ❤️❤️❤️’s of Romaine –

No fluctuations from last month are
anticipated with more of the same: “short
supply and higher prices”. Furthermore, there
is a high probability we may see some heat
related quality issues. This is going to be the
norm until the Salinas growing season comes
to a close.

Celery – Prices have backed off in reaction
to Salinas growers adding to the output from
the Oxnard/Santa Maria region. Prices should
go down a little bit more and be more reflective
of normal September pricing.

Green Onions – Plentiful. Good Quality.
Crisp. Stable pricing.

Red, White & Yellow Onions – The New
Mexico and Stockton Onion harvest is
complete and every sack of Red, White and
Yellow Onions already has a home. The NW
harvest is beginning to ramp up and growers
are confident there will be adequate product to
go around this year.

Cauliflower & Broccoli – The market
is full of nice-looking Cauliflower and Broccoli.
So far, the heat wave has not unfavorably
affected the output from the Salinas and Santa
Maria growing areas.

Root Vegetables – The Bakersfield
Root season has come to an end and we are
relying solely on growers out of the Northwest.
Pricing and quality remain steady.

Russet Potatoes – New crop Potatoes
are looking really nice; smooth skins, proper
starch
levels
and
minimal
surface
imperfections.
Prices are on a leisurely
decent.

Red & Green Cabbage – Pricing has
been up and down throughout August and we
can expect more of the same for this month.
My fingers are crossed that some semblance
of consistency will emerge.

Fingerling – The newly arrived 2020 NW
crop of Fingerling Potatoes is a strong one.
Plentiful and beautiful. We are now set for
multiple months.
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Yams & Sweet Potatoes – The
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Market remains strong as Livingston shippers
attempt to catch up to the high demand for
Jumbo sizes. As more unearthed product
ends up in the pipeline, prices will
progressively reverse themselves.

Potatoes of Color – The California Red
and Yukon Potato harvest has been unearthed
and fully distributed. The 2020 season out of
the Northwest is slotted to start mid-month.
Pricing, as a matter of course, will start off
high and gradually recede over the next 30-45
days.

Oranges – Demand for small “hand size”
Oranges (113-138) is EXTREMELY STRONG!
There is an overabundance of 56-72-88 size
Navel Oranges around. In fact, they can be
had for far less money than the smaller sizes.

Round & Roma TOMATOES –
Merced growers continue to do a great job
keeping all of our needs met with Round
Tomatoes of solid quality.

California Grapefruit – The market
hasn’t really moved at all for Grapefruit. With
the restaurant industry fighting for survival,
demand is flat.

Lemons – I would be remiss if I said
California Lemons are all gone. There are a
few random lots scattered about that can be
ordered in but quality is subpar and below
Lemons that are now available from Chile. The
imports are superior in color, texture and shelf
life.

For the first two weeks of September, I will ping
pong back and forth between Mexico and
California for our Roma Tomato requirements.
From mid-month on, it will be strictly Mexico
production.

Carrots – The Bakersfield Carrot season

Varietal

has officially begun but it will be a while longer
before there is a steady flow of Jumbos. Until
then, I will be fetching in loads from Colorado
and Michigan.

California should be our source for all of our small
Tomatoes. Quality and variety have been
outstanding this season and has also been
supply. What is unique, demand has kept pace
with the increased supply.

Asparagus – We are getting in some nicelooking Asparagus from Mexico and Peru.
Prices should bump up a bit just prior to the
Labor Day holiday and then flatten back down.

TOMATOES

(SMALL)

–

SQUASH – If this year works out like last year,
the California Squash season will continue on
enough through the month of September to allow
for a smooth transition back to Mexico grown. If
the need arises, I should be able to intersperse
Mexico product by mid-month if any shortcomings
with California Squash arises. With the great
relationship Bay Cities Produce has established
over the years with shippers, I don’t expect any
gapping issues.
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Butternut Squash (Organic &
Conventional) – This year’s harvest may

CUCUMBERS – are penciled in to arrive

be one for the books. It’s big, sizing is trending to
the larger sizes, quality is beautiful and the
balance between Organic and Conventional
appears to be perfectly balanced. Inventory levels
should get us through the next 5 months without a
hitch!

Santa Maria Hot House growers continue to be
our mainstay suppliers of high-quality English
Cucumbers

EGGPLANT – The flow of fresh and beautiful
Eggplant from Fresno is almost at torrent levels.
The heat is sparking plant growth and growers are
barely able to keep.

BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS –
Dwelley Farms dropped me a note this morning
letting me know that Wax and Romano Beans are
once again back in stock and looking beautiful.
Please order a day or two ahead to be able to spoil
yourself with freshly picked.

CORN – Brentwood Corn growers are poised
and ready for the big crunch of Labor Day Holiday
orders. Then, around mid-month, there is a short
lull in output, and we turn to Oregon growers for a
week or two. Afterwards, Brentwood’s late or “last
harvest” is ready to pick.
Red, Green, & Yellow, Bell Peppers –
The Bells that I am currently buying are from any
one of three areas; Fresno, Bakersfield and
Gilroy. Quality is outstanding!

MARADOL PAPAYAS - Mexico – No
changes.
Uninterrupted supply.
quality. An easy buy.

Consistent
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from Baja, Mexico through September and maybe
into October.

STONE FRUIT – September is the last best
month for Stone Fruit. The various heirloom
varieties quickly come and go. The current heat
wave may bring an early end to the California
season. Now is the time to enjoy fresh, ripe and
juicy sweet Peaches, Nectarines, Plums and
Pluots.

LIMES – Boy oh boy did we go through a rough
two week stretch last month. The rains in Mexico
made access to orchards almost impossible. All
is back to normal and we should have a good
month with consistent supply and reasonable
pricing.

CHILI PEPPERS – I am so spoiled by the
California Chili Pepper season. The quality, flavor
and freshness is so far above imports it’s almost
an unfair comparison.

AVOCADOS – September should be a solid
month for California Avocados. Incoming levels of
product are expected to be above last month’s.
Fruit quality is excellent sporting a high oil content,
rich nutty flavor and smooth buttery texture.
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Sal’s Produce
Snapshot
Spring Mix, Baby Leaf & CelloPack – September is shaping up to be a fair to
average month for all varieties of Spring Mix and Baby
Leaf items. We may hit a few minor bumps along the
way, but I’m guardedly optimistic we should be OK.
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Mangos – This is probably my favorite month of
the year buying Mangos. At any point in the month, I
will have one to three different varieties of Mangos;
Tommy Atkin, Kent or Keitt, sitting on the floor in our
warehouse. I enjoy the mental challenge and tasting
the subtle differences in flavors between the three
varieties.

Melons – The northern California Melon season
is set to run strong through the month of September
with Cantaloupe, Honeydew and Varietal Melons at
their peak in sweetness and flavor. Varietal Melons
come and go so please call ahead of your need and
enquire as to what variety is available and the best of
the best.

Watermelons – are arriving from a whole
host of fields throughout Northern California and they
are so good. They are at optimal taste, texture, color
and sugar levels. Don’t pass up this month without
using them as much as possible. They are fabulous!

Heirloom Tomatoes – This year, this
month may go down as the best ever for California
Heirloom Tomatoes. The flavor profiles of the
different colors and varieties are exceptional.

Grapes – September is one of the best months of
the year for fresh California grown Grapes. The heat is
ripening all varieties of Red and Green Grapes to
maximum flavor and sugar levels A variety that is
worth mentioning is the Black Seedless variety
pictured above. They are a spectacular treat, out of
Delano and are around for only a few weeks.

Apples & Pears – I’ve sampled the first and
2nd picks of early offerings of the 2020 California crop
and the Gala, Fuji and Granny Smith Apples are quite
tasty. Even though they are available, and I do enjoy
them, I’m staying with the best of the best of the 2019
crop from carefully monitored CE or controlled
environments.
The Delta Bartlett Pear is in full swing and should be
fully harvested by the end of the month. The D’Anjou
season out of the Northwest has commenced and, by
all objective measures, it should be a good year.

Cutting Edge
O-rganics®
………. solely about organically grown produce.

The vast majority of our Wet Leaf
O-rganics® is being supplied to us direct
from Salinas. I am hopeful I don’t have to
deal with any hot weather-related quality
issues.
I’m sourcing some of our Dry O-rganics®
from Baja, Mexico and others from a
number of large and small California
growers. It’s merely dependent on who has
what and if the level of quality reaches
BCP’s minimum standards.
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Veggies & Berries
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BLUE BERRIES - The Northwest and California
seasons are rapidly coming to an end and will
soon be replaced with product from Peru. Peru
growers are confident this year’s harvest will
be their best ever.

GREEN LEAF CROWNS & BETTER BURGER LEAF –
Supply is currently a steady go. We may see
some residual quality issues a week or two
down the road. If so, both products should
improve as the month pokes along.

RASP & BLACK BERRIES – The scorching
weather patterns have not been kind to either
Raspberries or Blackberries. I am anticipating
lower supply and higher prices for the month
of September.

BROCCOLINI - ASPIRATION – is not adversely
impacted by the higher temperatures. There is
plenty around and quality is between good and
very good.
BROCCOLI & CAULIFLOWER FLORETS – Prices and
supply are very stable and should cruise
through the month without any worries.
SNOW & SUGAR SNAP PEAS – Snow Pea prices
are coming in at the lower end of earlier
expectations. Mexico growers are saying
September should be a strong month for Snow
Pea shipments.
The Salinas Snap Peas that we commonly refer
to as being grown in the “Salinas Valley” are
actually planted close to the coast where it’s
cooler than further inland. The scorching
heatwave has not impacted production or
quality.

STRAW BERRIES – The record setting run of
elevated temperatures has stressed out the
thousands of acres of Strawberries in the
Watsonville & Salinas growing areas. Berry
sizing is diminished. Net yields are down. And
quality is only fair. September is not going to
be a very good month for Strawberries.
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JEFF’S
TRIVIA QUEST
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TRIVIA WINNERS

The answer to last month’s trivia was b) he spat out
the carrot fragments

Mexican dishes have become popular throughout the
world. There is much more to Mexican food than
tasty enchiladas, tacos and burritos. Here are a few”
platillos” that you may be familiar with “buen
provecho”
1) A popular garnish for Mexican food is pico de
gallo, or “rooster’s beak. What are the main
ingredients in a traditional pico de gallo?
A) tomatoes, onions, chiles, cilantro
B) chipotle paste, sour cream, scallions
C) beans, mayonnaise, garlic, chili
D) lettuce, mangoes, pomegranate seeds
2) carne asada is a favorite dish for an outdoor
cookout. what is carne asada?
A) salmon steak
B) fried chicken
C) grilled beef
D) pork chops
This column is dedicated to my neighbors Linda,
Naomi and Ben. Maria and victor who are great
cooks themselves! Adios
Fax

or email me with the answer and win a great
prize. Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com

Mel blanc tried to use veggies other than carrots,
but the results were unsatisfactory. The ultimate
solution was to stop recording long enough for Mr.
Blanc to spit the carrots into a convenient
receptacle. Mr. Blanc purported allergy to carrots is
widely reported. He passed away in 1989.it seems
well documented that Mr. Blanc’s epitaph was
“that’s all folks”.
Congratulations to the winner’s:
Eva @ Millie’s Kitchen, Esmeralda @ Ronaker’s,
Grady @ CoffeeTime, and Joanne @ Spike’s
Produce, Brooke @ Danielsen.
September celebrity birthdays:
Beyoncé
4th
(39)
Raquel Welch
5th
(80)
Ronaldo
18th (44)
Serena Williams
26th (39)
Kevin Durant
29th (32)

Singer
Actress
Soccer
Tennis
NBA

“on the motionless branches of some autumn trees,
berries hung like clusters of coral beads, as in those
fabled orchards where the fruits where like jewels Charles Dickens
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